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I. I n t r o d u c t i o n  
Much Prolog code is deterministic or almost so. The searching capabilities of Prolog 

are only used in special situations. Many Prolog procedures consist of a number  of 
clauses of which only one (or a few) can succeed at any call. In fact, some are in effect 
case statements. Too often this code is executed by  the general mechanism of backtrack- 
ing which has much overhead [Mellish 85J. But the backtrackingperformed in most  cases 
is but a special case. It  is usually called shallow backtracking because it stays with the 
parent's choice point. 

We describe a novel method of compiling Prolog which avoids the general backtrack- 
ing mechanism whenever possible. In particular, it increases the speed of shallow back- 
tracking, and avo ids  the creation of choice points. It is developed with the BIM-Prolo~ 
system [Demgen 86J in mind, but  any Prolog based on the Warren Abstract Machine 
described in [Warren 83J, can benefit f rom it. In this report a familiari ty with the so 
called WAM is assumed. 

The method is based on three concepts: modes, deterministic clauses, and improved 
clause indexing. Our goal is to make shallow backtracking as cheap as possible without 
hindering the programmer. Creating choice points and selecting clauses by  unification and 
failure are replaced, as much as possible, by  completely deterministic testing and selection 
of clauses. The aim is to achieve an effidency comparable to that  of simple tests and 
indexed jumps in conventional languages. This is realised by: 
(1) A new scheme for  clause indexing which is effident and smart. It  avoids creating 

choice points whenever possible. It  gives the programmer the freedom to define 
predicates in any way  without  loss of effidency. The compiler determines how to use 
the procedure's arguments for  selection of clauses. 

(2) Taking advantage of determinism in clauses. Clause indexing not a lways narrows 
the possibilities down to a single clause. In that case, the combination of unification 
and general backtracking is replaced by  simple tests, jumps and a quick restoration of 
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state. We introduce a class of clauses for which this technique is extremely fast. A 
definition of deterministic clauses, covering much Prolog code, is given. 

(3) Taking advantage of mode declarations of procedures. The Prolog programmer 
should add mode declarations wherever maximal execution speed is needed. Our 
mode definitions combine flexibility for the programmer with usefulness for the com- 
piler. Note that we obtain improvements even whithout  mode declarations. 

(4) An extension of the abstract machine's instru~ion set to support the above three 
optimizations. The instruction set of [Warren 83J is extended in a logical way to gain 
the maximum advantage from indexing, determinism, and modes. Keeping an inter- 
mediate code rather than moving straight to assembly makes the operation of the 
abstract machine much clearer. A translation to assembly shoutd give no problems 
because the new instructions are simpler than existing instructions. 

(5) A modified compilation scheme for clauses and procedures. The existing compiler 
serves as a base to implement the improved scheme. The new clause and procedure 
are compilers largely independent. The main disadvantage of the scheme is the 
increase in the size of the generated code. 

(6) The optimization was developed with the concept of graceful degradation in mind. 
As fewer and fewer of the conditions for an opt imal  compilation are fulfilled, the 
performance improvement decreases gracefully. But it remains significant. The max- 
imum speedup is obtained for a procedure consisting only of deterministic clauses, 
with distinct head arguments and annotated with modes. But the speedups obtained 
when one or more o f  these three conditions are missing from some clauses is stili 
significant. 
The use of modes to increase performance is well known [Warren 77]. But the net 

performance improvement due only to the resulting speedup of unification is diNcult to 
measure. This is because modes allow for other optimizations. According to several Pro- 
log implementors the net improvement is in the neighborhood of 10%, but  for nrev/2, the 
effect of modes is a factor of 3 in BIM-Prolog. 

The performance improvement due to efficient clause indexing depends greatly on the 
particular procedure tested. Tests show that it reaches peaks of orders of magnitude for 
some search tasks. 

Measurements were done to determine the performance improvements due to deter- 
minism alone. For a small procedure which can exploit it, a decrease in execution time of 
about 30% can b$. expected.  This is the case for the procedure split/4 in Warren's quick- 
sort benchmark [Warren 77J. An upper limit on the speed improvement is about a factor 
of 3. It is therefore clear that this optimization is promising. 

The optimization of Prolog compilation has also been studied by Mellish [Mellish 85]. 
Especially the recognition of determinate predicates and the automatic generation of 
modes. Recognition of determinism is also addressed in [Sawamura & Takeshima 85] and 
generalised to the notion of functiqnality in [Debray & Warren 86a]. A better approach 
to automatic mode generation is in [Debray & Warren 86bJ and is further  improved upon 
in [Bruynooghe et al. 86]. The latter discusses some other optimizations based on informa- 
tion derived by abstract interpretation. That information on determinism and modes can 
help in closing the performance gap between Protog and conventional languages is illus- 
trated with a prototype of a very restricted language in [Bruynooghe & Weemeeuw 86]; a 
broader discussion is in [Bruynooghe 86J. 

This paper is a shortened and improved version of [Van Roy & Demoen 86] 

2. D e f i n i t i o n s  

2.1. Definition of  a t ry -b lock  
A try-block is an ordered set of clauses which must be tried in sequence. It is usu- 

ally implemented as a Mock of code starting with a t r y  instruction, followed by re t ry  
instructions, and ending with a trust  instruction: 
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t ry  clausel 
re t ry  clause2 

re t ry  clauseM 
trust  clauseN 

A try-block is a. subset of the clauses of a procedure. The indexing algorithm of the corn- 
prier (section 4) a t tempts  to reduce the set of clauses to be tried and passes control 
between clauses in a t ry-block by  means of fast  sequences of tests. 

2,2. Definit ions and  no ta t ions  f o r  modes 
In this section the rationale for the different modes is explained. Our goal is to 

obtain code consisting of a simple sequence of selections. Modes help in two ways: they 
tell which head arguments can be used to select against, and they help to determine if a 
clause is deterministic. We classify head arguments into four  basic types. Either the pro- 
grammer can tell the compiler the type.of  each argument, or the types can be infer.enced 
.automatically [Debray & Warren 86bJ. Our modes are inspired by  [Warren 77J and 
[Mellish 81J. The most  important  difference is the introduction of structured modes. 
These mode definitions can be compiled easily. 

2,2,1. The basic modes  
Our basic modes are listed in table 1. 

Table 1: Notation for the basic modes 
Mode Synonyms Characterization 
Input i" "in + Main functor instantiated. 
Output o out - Unbound variable which does not share. 
Ground .g 4-+ Contains no variables. 
Input-output  Io inout ? All other cases. 

2,2.2. S t ruc tured  modes 
To pinpoint more complex cases, structured modes are introduced. They are 

refinements of the input mode because they tell more about the main functor than mode 
input does. There are two structured modes. 
s(M1, M2, _ ,  Mn) 

where Mi is any mode, and n is the arity. This mode is only used for  clauses where 
the head argument is any  structure (except a list) of ari ty n. This mode says that  
the argument is instantiated at run time to an n-ary  structure whose ith component 
has mSde Mi. 

1(M1, M2) 
where M1 and M2 are any  modes. The actual argument must  be a list, wi th  the 
modes M1 and M2 for its head and tail. 

2.3. Defini t ion of  a tes t  
A procedure call Q in a procedure P :- .. . ,  Q ....  is a test if execution of Q 

(1) does not cause side-effects 
(2) does not create choiccpoints 
(3) only binds variables local to clause P and Q 
(4) does not create structures on the heap. 
In a similar spirit, unifications in the head of the procedure P can be classified into test or 
non-tests, depending on whether they satisfy conditions (3) and (4). Q being a test  is a 
dynamic notion because it depends on the instantiation pattern of the call to P. The class 
of tests can be extended in various ways  by  relaxing (3)  and (4). In our current system, 
only cal/s to certain built-ins are recognised as tests. 
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2.4. Definition o f  a de terminis t ic  clause 
If, by executing only tests, control can reach a point in a clause - the commit point - 

such that all following, yet untried clauses can be discarded without affectinz the out- 
come of the computation (they will fail without side-effects) then that clause l~s a deter- 
ministic clause. Our notion of deterministic clause is very pragmatic, for a more w i n d -  
pled one see [Debray & Warren 86a]. Whether a clause is deterministic or not can depend 
on different factors: 
(1) The clause itself. A cut in the body of the clause, preceded only by tests, makes the 

clause deterministic. 
(2) On the procedure of which the clause is a part and its mode. If it is possible to show 

that the form of the input or ground arguments and the tests of a ctause C are such 
that none of the following clauses can be entered beyond their tests, then inserting a 
cut after the tests of C does not alter in any way the meaning of, the procedure. So C 
is a deterministic clause. The input-outpwt and output arguments values do not have 
any influence. 

(3) The actual arguments of a call. They can be such that the following clauses cannot 
unify with them. For example, if an input argument is a constant, and all following 
clauses have a structure in the head, then the clause is deterministic for constants. 

Example: 

:-mode(i,i). 
h(a, __x) :- test(__x), !, ... 
h(a, x) :- ... 
h(b, --X) :- ... 
h(b, f-(3)) :- ... 

The first clause is deterministic because of the cut (1). 
The second clause is deterministic because of (2): if the input argument matches 'a', it 
cannot match 'b'. The second clause can be replaced by: 

h(a, __x) :- ! .... 

The third clause is deterministic if the second argument at the call is a constant or a list 
(3). If the second argument is a structure then the third clause is not deterministic. 
The fourth clause is deterministic because it is the last clause (2). 

2.5. Definition o f  the head of  a determinis t ic  clause 
If there exists a (real or imaginary) cut operator preceded by tests only, then the 

head of a deterministic clause is considered to include ati tests up to the cut operation. 

3. C o m p i l a t i o n  o f  a single clause 
The method sketched in this section is an extension of the code generation for WAM 

in [Van Roy 84]. 

3.1. The e n t r y  points  
We take advantage of deterministic clauses and delay the creation of a choice point. 

This requires extra entry points: a single clause can have up to four entry points. 

Determinism and nonde te rmin i sm of the clause 
A clause can be contained in many try-blocks. Whether or not a clause is deter- 

ministic depends on the particular try-block. Some clauses are always deterministic, for 
example those with a cut as first goal and only input arguments. Other clauses are only 
deterministic in some try-blocks. Being deterministic or not depends on different factors: 
the clause itself, all clauses in the procedure, the modes, and the try-block considered, 
See section 2. 

Different actions are necessary in the two cases. A nondeterministic clause may need 
to create a choice point, whereas a deterministic clause never needs to do this. A clause 
therefore needs two entries: one where it is considered as deterministic, and one where it 
is nondeterministic. 
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The existence of  a choice poin t  
At the entry of a clause, there may or may not be a choice point created by  a previ- 

ous clause of the same procedure. Different actions are necessary in these two cases as 
well. A comitted deterministic clause must remove the choice point if it exists. A non- 
deterministic clause has to change the retry address of the choice point if it exists. Other- 
wise it must set up the choice point itself. Therefore the two entries, deterministic and 
nondeterministic, must each be split into two parts: with or without a choice point. 

The four  e n t r y  points  

(1) A deterministic entry with choice point (det-cp), 
(2) A deterministic entry without choice point (det-nocp), 
(3) A nondeterministic entry with choice point (nondet-cp), 
(4) A nondeterministic entry without  choice point (nondet-nocp). 

deterministic entries nondeterministic entries c cp ,nocp 

~ ocp 

Sdet 

c p ~  c ~ c p  I 

P ~ _ ~ n ° c p l  

Snondet 

Test 
Blocks 

(fast fail) 

t Body 
Code 

slow fail) 

Figure 1 : Form of the clause code 

3.2. The clause code 
Figure 1 shows the internal structure of the clause code. Each entry has its own 

block of test code, which rapidly tests the success or failure of the clause. If the test 
succeeds then a jump is done to the body code, which is common to all clauses. Each test 
block has one failure exit, which jumps to the following clause in the try-block if the test 
fails. 

Kinds of  fa i lure  
As can be seen from figure 1, there are three kinds of failure. There are two basic kinds 
of failure: 
(1) Fnocp: fast failure, no choice point: failure consists of restoring some registers and 

jumping to the nocp entry of the next clause (if there is no next clause, a special 
label initiates a slow failure). 
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(2) Fcp : fast  fail, choice point  exists: failure consists of restoring some registers and 
jumping to the cp en t ry  of  the next clause. 

In the nondeterministic case, no registers need to be restored because of  a peculiarity of  
the nondet test blocks. This, as well  as the Sdet and Snondet entries in the body, wil l  be 
clarified in section 3.3 and 3.4. 
(3) Slow failure : if the body  fails, then the slow s tandard  backtracking is initiated. The 

re t ry  address is the cp en t ry  of  the next clause. 

deterministic non deterministic 

cp nocp cp nocp 

q q 
c u t  o n e  

reset cut fla 

jump Sdet 

jump Fcp 

reset cut fla 

jump Sdet 

jump Fnocp 

set cut flag 

retry Snondel 
else Fcp 

~ ,,, ,,,, 

jump Fcp 

set cut flag 

try Snondet 
else Fc 

jump FnocF 

TESTS 

RESTORE 

Figure 2 : Form of the test blocks 

3.3. Form o f  t h e  tes t  b l o c k s  
In figure 2 the  internal  s t ructure  of each of  the four  test blocks is given. For non-  

determimstic entries, the not ion of ' test  is ra ther  restricted: it m a y  not change any  regis- 
ters. This is because ff the test code succeeds in the nocp case, a choice point  m u s t  be 
created wi th  aN registers in their original state. The test code for  deterministic entries 
may  do bindings and unifications: upon failure the restore instructions wil l  restore the 
state. 

In the det-cp en t ry  the instruction cu t_one  removes the choice point. The cut flag is 
not needed for  this. The nondet-nocp en t ry  is the only  test block which can create a 
choice point. I t  does so wi th  the ' t r y '  instruction. It  will  jump to Fcp if it created a 
choicepoint, otherwise to Fnocp. In the nondet-cp en t ry  the ' r e t ry '  instruct ion updates 
the re t ry  address of  the existing choice point. 

The cut  flag is not  needed in the test blocks since the presence or  absence of  the choice 
point is k n o w n  upon entry .  The cut  flag is needed only  for  cuts  in the body.  If  the body  
contains no cuts  then it is not  needed at all. If  needed, it can be set or reset in the test 
blocks just before the body  code is entered. 
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3.4. Form of  the  body code 
Consider the body code in figure 1. It  has two entries from the det and nondet test 

blocks, denoted by  the labels Snondet and Sde t .  The reason for  this is the difference in 
the tests which can be done by  the det and nondet test blocks. 

A nondet test block may  not alter any registers. Therefore only a small  part  of the 
head is allowed in the test block. The other part  of the head is included in the body code 
from Snondet  to Sde t .  

A det test block can contain all code of the head, including any bindings. If  the tests 
succeed, only the code in the body which comes after the head needs to be done. There- 
fore a jump to Sdet  is done,to avoid executing the same code twice. 

3.5. More deta i ls  abou t  the  clause code 
The interaction of clause and procedure compilation is minimal. The procedure corn- 

prier only needs to know whether  the clause occurs in one or more try-blocks,  because 
this has an effect on the method of determining the failure addresses Fnocp and Fcp. 

In ordinary WAM code, it is necessary to set up an environment with the a//ocate 
instruction before accessing permanent variables. A simple modification of the instruction 
set makes it possible to use permanent variables in the head of a clause without  having to 
execute a//ocate first. Permanent variables are normally accessed f rom the E register, 
which points to the current environment. If  E is not available (a//ocate has not yet  been 
executed), then it is still possible to access permanent variables by  using the A register if 
it points correctly to the top of stack. This idea can be used to delay a//ocate until  af ter  
the test blocks. 

All registers and arguments of structures have a mode. The mode of a variable 
depends on the instruction in which it first occurs. The mode can change during execution 
of the head code, as the variable becomes more instantiated. This means that  each 
instruction exists in several versions, annotated with the arguments'  mode(s). 

3.6. An example of clause compilation 
To illustrate the above considerations, consider the clause: 

:-mode(i,i,o). 
diff( u+ v,__x, du+ d v ) : -  

! 7  - 
diff( u, x, du), 
d Cv, Zx, Zdv . 

The final code generated (which corresponds to figures 1 and 2) is given in an instruction 
set which is a variation of [Warren 83J. It is self-explanatory in most cases. The save 
and restore instructions will  save and restore registers. The calltest and get___~ruc___in 
instructions execute a test, but  instead of doing a general fail operation they s imply jump 
to a 1abel upon faiIure. 
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{*** Deterministic entry cp ***} 
det cp: 

get_struc in 
unify__var_in 
unify_var in A 
get__var in A 
save 
put__val 
calltest 
get struc out 
uniTy_va~_out 
unify_var_out_A 
cut_one 
jump 

1abel2: 
restore X1 

label I: 
jump Fcp 

{*** Deterministic entry nocp ***} 

+/2, X1, label3 
X4 
Y3 
Y2, X2 
X1 {<- save instruction inserted} 
X2, X1 
atom/l, label2 {<-label  added to test} 
+/2, X3 
X3 
Y1 

{Remove one choice point} 
Sdet 

deLnocp: 
(code identical to deterministic entry cp, except no cut_one) 

label4: 
restore X 1 

label 1: 
jump Fnocp 

{*** Nondeterministic entry cp ***} 
nondet_cp: 

get__strucjn +/2, X1, label5 
retry Snondet else Fcp 

label5: 
jump Fcp 

{*** Nondeterministic entry nocp ***} 
nondet_nocp: 

(code analogous to nondet_cp) 

{*** Body code nondet entry ***} 
Snondet: 

unify_vat_in X4 
unify_vat in A Y3 
get__var in A Y2, X2 
put_val X2, X1 
call atom/1 
get struc out +/2, X3 
unify__var .out X3 
unify_var_out_A Y1 
cut first 
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{*** Body code det ent ry  ***} 
Sdet: 

put__.val X4, X1 
put val A Y2, X2 
allocate 
call diff/3, 3 
put_val Y3, X1 
put_va l  Y2, X2 
pu t_va l  Y1, X3 
deallocate 
execute diff/3 

This example shows the kind of code explosion which is possible. Often a significant code 
reduction can be done by  removing superfluous code. Such is the case here. For example, 
since this clause is deterministic the two nondet entries along with the nondet part  of the 
body code can be removed. 

4. C o m p i l a t i o n  o f  a p r o c e d u r e  
The compilation of a procedure is done in two steps: (1) generation of the selection 

code and (2) generation of the try-blocks. 

4.1. The select ion tree 
Information (e.g. mode) and assumptions about the actual arguments can be used to 

reduce the set of clauses to be tried. Different assumptions lead to different sets. Each set 
gives rise to a try-block. Selection o f  the proper t ry-bIock is done by the selection code 
which checks which assumptions are valid. Three kinds of information are used: 
(1) The types (tags) and values of the actual arguments. 
(2) The modes of the procedure. 
(3) The head arguments of all the clauses. 

The code which does the selection has the form of an n-ary  tree: the selection tree. 
The tree has two kinds of nodes and one kind of leaf. The nodes do the selection. Both 
kinds of nodes will do a selection based on the contents of an argument register. The 
1eaves t ry  sequentially the sets of clauses which remain. Each branch of the tree has two 
attributes: the set of clauses still possible, and the set of argument registers yet  to be con- 
sidereal. 
(1) The switch node does a f o u r - w a y b r a n c h  depending on the type of an argument 

(variable, fist, constant, or structure). 
(2) The hash node does a mul t i -way  branch depending on the value of an argument. 

The possible arguments are a series of constants or structures. The selection is done 
according to a hash table. 

(3) Each leaf has one attribute: the set of clauses remaining after the selection. 
The execution of a procedure call begins at the root of the selection tree. The root 

node does the first selection. Execution continues down the tree with fur ther  selection at 
the nodes until  a leave is reached. 

4.1.1. A simple example of  select ion 
Consider the procedure: 

:-mode(i,i). 
h(a, ._x~ :- test, ], ... 
h(,a, x) :- ... 
h(b, --x) :- ... 
h(b, f-(3)) :- ... 

The resulting code is: 
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swi tch_on_argument  1 
var: fail  
const: c_lbl  
list: fail 
struc: fail 

c_lbl: 
hash on constant 1 
a a j b l  
b b j b l  

a lbh {try clauses 1 and 2} 
-- t ry_b lock  1Ct,C2} {code for  t ry-block explained later} 

b_lbl: 
swi tch_on_argument  2 
var: fail 
const: clause3 
Hst: clause3 
struc: s j b l  

s_lbl: {try clauses 3 and 4} 
try._block 1C3,C4} 

4.2. The t r y - b l o c k  

4.2.1, The s t ruc tu re  of  a t r y - b l o c k  
An entry of a clause can be a member of one or more try-blocks. If it occurs in only 

one try-block (a single occurrence clause) then fixed failure addresses Fcp and Fnocp can 
be compiled in the clause to t ry  the next clause. If it occurs in more than one t ry-block 
(a muhipIe occurrence entry)  then indirect jumps via a new global register (catled 2") must  
be compiled. The T register points to a table of Fnocp-Fcp address pairs. Each try-block 
has its own table. A correct, but  not optimal, place to increment T, is in the beginning of 
each clause. 

A try-block may  contain a mixture of single or multiple occurrence clauses. This 
gives no problems. The address table only needs entries for  the multiple occurrence 
clauses. If  most  clauses are single occurrence then the address tables will be short. 

A t ry-block may  contain a mixture of deterministic and nondeterministic clauses. 
This also is easily handled: for  deterministic clauses use the det entries of the clause and 
for nondeterministic clauses use the nondet entries. 

The execution of a t ry-block starts with the nocp entry  of the first clause. If  i t  fails 
then a jump is done to the cp or nocp entries of the following clause, depending on 
whether the choice point was created or not. The goal is to avoid creating the choice point 
as long as possible, by  testing and failing in a simple way. As long as the choice point is 
not needed execution will jump from nocp entry to nocp entry. When a simple test and 
fail is not possible the choice point will be created. From then on the following clauses 
are entered through the cp entries. This pattern of execution is shown in figure 3. Exe- 
cution starts at the nocp entry  of clause 1, which is nondeterministic. Clause 3 is deter- 
ministic. All other clauses are nondeterministic. 

A deterministic clause cannot create a choice point. If  it is entered at the nocp entry, 
then the next clause will  also be tried at the nocp entry. Therefore the goal of delaying 
the creation of a choice point as long as possible will  be achieved better if  there are many  
deterministic clauses in the try-block, and if the first clauses are deterministic. 
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ocp U entries 

cp . 
entries 

Clauset Clause2 Clause3 Clause4 Clause5 
(nondet) (nondet) (det) (nondet) (nondet) 

Figure 3 : Execution of a t r y b l o c k  

4.2.2. Compi la t ion  scheme o f  the  t r y - b l o c k  
The code for all t ry-blocks is generated together. This is necessary because clauses 

can be single or multiple occurrence. The existence of multiple occurrence clauses means 
that the t ry-blocks influence each other. 
(1) Determine for each clause the number  of try-Mocks its norMet and det entries are in. 

This results in counts for nondet and det entries which must  be kept separate. 
(2) Generate code for  each clause according to the scheme in section 3. If  the det entries 

are used in only one t ry-block then they are compiled with fixed failure addresses 
Fcp and Fnocp. If  they occur in more than one t ry-block then indirect jumps via 
the T register are compiled. The same is done for the nondet entries. This is the 
only interaction between procedure and clause compilation. 

(3) For each t ry-block create a table of Fcp-Fnocp address pairs of all the multiple 
occurrence clauses in the try-block. The single occurrence clauses do not occur in the 
table. 

(4) Generate code to load the T register with the address of the table, and to jump to the 
first nocp entry  in the table. For each t ry-block this results in code of the form: 

start  try: {Start of t ry-block 's  code} 
move # tab le_ t ry ,  T 
jump nocp__clausel 

table_try:  {Table of address pairs} 
nocp clause2, cp__clause2 
. . .  

nocp_clauseN, last clause 
fail, trust__fail 

last._clause: {Remove choice point for last clause} 
t rus t  det nocp._clauseN 

The table starts wi th  the second clause. The address of the first clause is in the jump 
instruction. The two special labels fail and trust fail have the following actions: fail 
will perform a general fail operation, trust_fail will remove the choice point and 
then perform a general fail operation. 
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The jump to a t rust  instruction is necessary for the last cp entry. The t rust  removes 
the choice point and then the clause is entered at the nocp entry. This avoids the hole 
on the environment stack which exists if an environment is created before the choice 
point is removed. This hole can lead to stack overflows. 

4.3, An example  of  p rocedure  compi la t ion  
As an example procedure consider the following very small predicate: 

:-mode(i, i) .  
h(aa, __y) :- ... Clause C1} 
h( x, dd) :- ... Clause C2 
h(b-b, ee) :- ... Clause C3 
h(~__X, _ y )  :- ... Clause C4 
h(cc, _ y )  :- ... Clause C5 

The procedure compilation of this predicate is done in two steps. The first step will give 
the selection tree which reduces the number  of clauses to be tried. The second step corn- 
.piles the t ry-blocks which t ry  only those clauses. The selection code for this procedure 
1 S :  

switch__on_argument I 
var: fail 
const: ib l_Cl  
list: I b l_L l  
struc: Ib1_Sl 

{*** Constant Label ***} 
lb i_CI:  

hash. on constant I 
aa ibl_aa 
bb Ibl_bb 
cc lbl_cc 
else lbl__L1 

f 
because input mode} 
clauses left  to try: all cla .usest 
clauses left  to try: C2, C4~ 
clauses left  to try: C2, C4} 

clauses teft  to try: C1, C2, ~ {  
clauses left  to try: C2, C3, 
clauses left  to try: C2, C4 C5} 
clauses left  to try: C2, C4I 

. ° . .  

{*** List Label ***} 
ibl _LI: 

swi tch_on_argument  2 
var: fail 
const: t r y _ 2 4  
list: t r y 4  
struc: try__4 

{*** Structure Label ***} 
ibl SI: 

- -  (code identical to list label) 

because input mode} 
clauses left  to try: C2., C4} 
clause left  to try: C4 t 
clause left  to try: C4} 

Only label lb l_bb  is worth  expanding further,  we leave it as an exercise. After  the selec- 
tion what remains are the following try-blocks: 

t 
C4} . 
C1, C4.} 
c 2 ,  c41 
C3, C4t 
C4, C5} . 
C1, C2, C41 
C2, C4, C5} 

Now we mus t  determine for  each clause the number  of t ry-blocks its det and nondet 
entries are in, This is easily found by  inspection, giving: 
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Clause Cl:  nondet entry  occurs twice, as first clause. 
Clause C2: nondet entry  occurs twice as first and once as second clause. 
Clause C3: nondet entry  occurs once, as first clause. 
Clause C4: nondet entry occurs twice, det entry five times. 
Clause C5: det entry  occurs twice, as last clause. 

All the clauses' other det or nondet entries are not needed. Only clause C3 will be com- 
piled with fixed failure addresses because it is the only single occurrence clause~ All other 
clauses are compiled with  indirection. Now we can combine what  we know to generate 
the code for  the try-blocks: 

try__4: 
move #table_.4, T 
jump det. nocp_C4 

table 4: 
TaLl, hop (trust__fail not needed) 

.... (code for  t r y  14) 

.... (code for  t ry_  24) 

t ry_34:  
move #table 34, T 
jump nondet__nocp__C3 {C3 will jump to C4} 

table 34: 
fail, t rus t~fa i i  

.... (code for t ry_45,  t ry  124) 

try_ 245: 
move #table__245, T 
jump nondet nocp C2 

table 245: 
nondet nocp C4, n o n d e L c p  C4 
det_.nocp__C5, lastclause__245 
fail, nop ( t rus t  fail not needed) 

lastclause_ 245: 
t rust  det _nocp._C5 

The code for  the whole procedure consists of the selection code, the t ry-block code, and 
the clause code. This example shows a code multiplication similar to that  of clause code. 
To reduce the amount  of code it is possible to combine overlapping code segments in 
many places, for  example the code segments which start  with lb1_L1 and lb1__$1. T r y -  
blocks which overlap in their last parts can also be combined. 

5. E v a l u a t i o n  o f  t h e  o p t i m i z a t i o n s  
In this section a number  of simulated benchmark results are presented. The measure- 

ments are rough, but  useful enough to decide whether the optimizations are worth  the 
effort. The timings show that  when the optimizations are applicable they can give 
significant performance improvements.  We were not able to measure the speed improve-  
ment of all three optimizations taken together. 

5.1. Effects o f  d e t e r m i n i s m  
The speed improvement due only to the exploitation of deterministic clauses is meas- 

ured. The main improvements of deterministic clauses are the elimination of choice point 
creation and general fail operations. 

Total execution t ime is measured using the average times for  each instruction. These 
times are taken f rom the PLM performance article ~ o b r y  85]. This gives a rough but  
useful indication of the speedup to be expected. 
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5.1.1. Results on the split/4 benchmark 
Measured was the total execution time of the procedure split/4 in Warren's quicksort 

benchmark [Warren 77]. The results are: 

Speedup (unoptimized code has no environmenQ: x 1.35 
Speedup (unoptimized code has an environment): x 1.43 

Number of machine cycles: 

30260 for the old split (with environment), 
28610 for the old split (without environment), 
21230 for the new split. 

The distinction between having or not having an environment is a consequence of the fact 
that in split/4 the cut flag has not been altered before the cut is encountered. Therefore 
no environment is needed for the cut. A smart compiler could recognize this and compile 
a special cut instruction which looks at the global cut flag instead of at the cut flag in the 
environment. 

5.1.2. Results on the minimum/3 benchmark 
Using the following definition: 

min list([ x], x). 
min--list([--xl~_~, m):- 

min list{, i, _..y), 
min~num(_.x, _.y, _m). 

:-mode(i,i,o). 
mim'mum~__a, b, a) :- a <  b,!. 
mlnlmumt__a, --b, --b). --  - -  

find the minimum of the 50-element list used in Warren's quicksort benchmark. The 
total execution time of minimum/3 is measured using the same method as for split/4. 
The result is a speedup of a factor of 2.6. 
Number of machine cycles: 

3790 for the old minimum, 
1470 for the new minimum. 

No environment is needed for minimum/3. This is an extreme case in the sense that the 
bodies of the clauses are very small, so the elimination of t ry  and fail will have a propor- 
tionally large effect. Therefore it gives an idea of the upper bound of the speedup. 

5.2. Effects of  clause indexing 
The procedure borders from the ChatS0 program [Warren 82] is improved by two 

orders of magnitude when clause selection is done on more arguments than just the first. 
Further measurements were not done for lack of time. 

5.3. Effects of  modes 
The speed improvement due to modes alone (the speedup of unification), disregarding 

any other optimization made possible by modes is in the neighborhood of 10%. This is an 
intuitive figure cited by the implementors of BIM-Prolog. More exact measurements were 
not done because of lack of time to disentangle the influence of modes on other optimLza- 
tions. 
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